AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

From the Market

From the Critics

From Customers

NO WAITING

Introducing 2:1:1 Prompt Response After-Sales Service

IndiA’s first in its class Customer Care Service

• Give us a call at 1800-488-9999 (Toll free)
  or send an SMS to 1919994 or an email to get instant registration
  or check if you are eligible for instant registration

• We will call you back within 2 hours
• Service Engineer will visit within 1 day
• We will be at your service in the promised time slot of 1 hour
Knock Twice, See Inside
Without Losing Your Cool!

LG InstaView Door-in-Door™
has a sleek mirrored glass panel that illuminates with two quick knocks, allowing you to see inside the easy access compartment without even opening the door, reducing cold air loss to help keep food fresh for long.

Hygiene Fresh+™
Inverter Linear Compressor
FEATURES THAT REDEFINE LUXURY AND CONVENIENCE

EASY ACCESS TO YOUR FAVORITES
The innovative transparent window on the refrigerator’s door enables you to check items stored inside, without opening the door. All you need to do is to just knock twice on the glass door and get a complete view of all that’s stored inside. Thus making it convenient for you, innovatively.

LESS COLD AIR WASTAGE, MORE FRESHNESS
LG InstaView allows you to reduce cold air loss as well. With substantial reduction of unnecessary cold air loss, efficiency and performance of the refrigerator becomes better.

Up to 41% less cold air loss
*Tested by Intertek
**FULL WINE RACK**

This outstanding feature is exclusively designed for the wine lovers. The user-friendly & exquisitely designed wine rack can store up to four bottles of your favorite wine in an optimal temperature around 4°C.

**UTILITY BOX**

This smart space drawer is an optimal space for smaller items, such as deli and cheese, in the proper temperature around 3.5°C. Thus, providing a dedicated space for these items while keeping them fresh.

**Spaceplus™ Ice System**

Door-mounted slim ice maker provides more storage space in freezer part.
FRESHNESS COUPLED WITH
THE BEST IN TECHNOLOGY

HYGIENE FRESH™
This intelligent air filter doesn’t just remove bacteria up to 99.9996%, but also minimizes bad odor in the refrigerator. Not just this, it keeps your food items clean and fresh for a longer duration of time.

*Certified by Intertek

HOW DOES HYGIENE FRESH™ UNIQUE 5-STEP AIR PURIFYING SYSTEM WORK?

5-Step Antibacterial Deodorization
Hygiene Fresh™ is developed for killing bacteria and also eliminating bad odor.

(1st, 4th, 5th Step) Double Photocatalyst and UV LED,
- Bacteria and odor inductive substances are decomposed through the combination of the triple steps.

(2nd, 3rd Step) Double Carbon Deodorizers,
- 2nd & 3rd deodorizers reduce acidic (rotten vegetables) and alkaline (fishy smell) odor respectively.

*Tests conducted at LG in-house laboratory.
Images are for reference only and features are model specific.
**FRESH BALANCER™**

The unique Fresh Balancer™ technology by LG helps maintain optimal humidity levels by sealing the vegetable box. This makes it possible to keep vegetables and fruits fresh for a longer period of time, with a perfect level of moisture maintained in the surrounding air.

---

**MOIST BALANCE CRISPER™**

Moist Balance Crisper™ incorporates an innovative lattice-pattern box cover which maintains optimal level of moisture inside the refrigerator. In this, moisture from the stored food is evaporated and then condensed on the lattice, maintaining correct balance in the air around the food.
HIGH ENERGY EFFICIENCY
LOW ELECTRICITY BILLS

The advanced Inverter Linear Compressor not only consumes less energy but also makes less noise and vibration, thereby keeping you at peace and preserving the planet. This outstanding technology minimises fluctuation and maintains an optimised temperature, for enhanced freshness. Based on strong confidence of its durability, LG provides 10 year warranty on its patented technology. Just another endeavor from LG to ensure a healthy and convenient living for you.

CONVENTIONAL COMPRESSOR
4 FRICTION POINTS

INVERTER LINEAR COMPRESSOR
1 FRICTION POINT
Less friction point means more durability

From LG Test Lab. This Refrigerator Energy Consumption Test is based on "ST01502" Standard.
BETTER PERFORMANCE

Up to 51% Energy Saving

LG Refrigerators save 51% energy with Inverter Linear Compressor, thus being more energy efficient than any other in the same product segment.

25% Less Noise

Conventional compressors have four friction points which make a lot of noise. Soft start, soft stop and single friction point of Inverter Linear Compressor make less vibration and 25% less noise.

MORE DURABILITY

10 Year Warranty

LG's Inverter Linear Compressor is a patented technology backed with 10 year warranty.

20 Year Lifetime Certification

The Inverter Linear Compressor is tested for efficiency over a period of 20 years of lifetime and 62000 cycles of its operation, by VDE Germany.
INSPIRING DESIGN
INCREDIBLE PERFORMANCE

MINIMAL & SLEEK
EXTERIOR DESIGN
Its state-of-the-art design is a composure of some exclusive and exquisite elements that enhance the charm of the product. It’s more user friendly than ever before and also adds beauty to your home.

ELEGANT
GLASS FINISH
The impressive glass finish with a contemporary look differentiates it well and makes it one of the finest in its class.

SQUARE
POCKET HANDLE
From a contemporary look to practical usage, the unique square type pocket handle enhances the aesthetics of your kitchen.

NEW
DISPENSER DISPLAY
A newly designed dispenser display that adds to the elegance of your refrigerator.
LG ThinQ™

You can control your refrigerator through an app in your smart phone, even when you’re not at home.

DIGITAL DELIGHT
FOR A SMART PERFORMANCE

MULTI DIGITAL SENSORS
Digital sensors monitor and respond to warm food and open doors, instantly maintaining optimum interior temperature.


SMART DIAGNOSIS™

LEAVE YOUR WORRIES BEHIND WITH LG’S INNOVATIVE SMART DIAGNOSIS™

At some point in your refrigerator’s life, it will need some love and care. We just made the service easier and smarter for you. Now, there is no need to wait for an engineer to detect the problem. Just follow the Smart Diagnosis™ process and wait for the telephone to tell you what to do.

Save  Fast  Easy

Save time & cost  No multiple service visits  Self detection of problem

*Under test conducted at LG in-house laboratory.

Images are for reference only and features are model specific.

*Under test conducted at LG in-house laboratory.

Images are for reference only and features are model specific.
SURPRISE YOURSELF WITH NEW RANGE OF
DOOR-IN-DOOR™ REFRIGERATORS

GR-X31FMQHL
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- French Door
- Insta View - Door-in-Door™
- Hygiene Fresh+™
- Non Plumbing Water & Ice Dispenser
- Automatic Ice Maker
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Smart Pocket Handle
- Spaceplus™ Ice System
- Express Freezing
- Multi Digital Sensor

Matt Black
Capacity: 931 Litres

GR-J31FTUHL
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- French Door
- Door-in-Door™
- Hygiene Fresh+™
- Water and Ice Dispenser
- Automatic Ice Maker (Door Mounted)
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Multi Air Flow Cooling
- Spaceplus™ Ice System
- Express Freezing
- Multi Digital Sensor

Saffiano
Capacity: 889 Litres

GC-X247CQAV
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- Side-by-Side
- Insta View - Door-in-Door™
- Hygiene Fresh+™
- Non Plumbing Water & Ice Dispenser
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Smart Pocket Handle
- Spaceplus™ Ice System
- Multi Digital Sensor

Matt Black
Capacity: 668 Litres

GC-X247CSAV
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- Side-by-Side
- Insta View - Door-in-Door™
- Hygiene Fresh+™
- Non Plumbing Water & Ice Dispenser
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Smart Pocket Handle
- Spaceplus™ Ice System
- Multi Digital Sensor

Noble Steel
Capacity: 668 Litres

Technology, features, size and specification may vary from model to model and may change without prior notice.
SURPRISE YOURSELF WITH NEW RANGE OF
DOOR-IN-DOOR™ REFRIGERATORS

GC-F297CLAL
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- 3 Door Side-by-Side
- Door-in-Door™
- Hygiene Fresh+™
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Smart Pocket Handle
- Multi Digital Sensor

Shiny Steel

Capacity: 884 Litres

GC-L22FTQBL
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- French Door
- Hygiene Fresh+™
- Non Plumbing Water & Ice Dispenser
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Smart Pocket Handle
- Express Freezing
- Multi Digital Sensor

Matt Black

Capacity: 570 Litres

GC-M22FAGPL
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- French Door
- Hygiene Fresh+™
- Door-in-Door™
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Smart Pocket Handle
- Express Freezing
- Multi Digital Sensor

Linen White

Capacity: 594 Litres

GC-B22FTQPL
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- French Door
- Hygiene Fresh+™
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnostic™
- Smart Pocket Handle
- Express Freezing
- Multi Digital Sensor

Matt Black

Capacity: 594 Litres

Technology, features, size and specifications may vary from model to model and may change without prior notice.
SURPRISE YOURSELF WITH NEW RANGE OF
SIDE BY SIDE REFRIGERATORS

GC-B22FTLPL
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- French Door
- Hygiene Fresh+™
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Smart Pocket Handle
- Express Freezing
- Multi Digital Sensor

Shiny Steel
Capacity: 594 Litres

GC-L247CLAV
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- Side-by-Side
- Hygiene Fresh+™
- Non-Plumbing Water and Ice Dispenser
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Express Freezing
- Multi Digital Sensor

Shiny Steel
Capacity: 668 Litres

GC-C247UGBM
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- Side-by-Side
- Home Bar
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Express Freezing
- Touch LED Display
- Easy Ice Maker
- Multi Digital Sensor

Black Glass
Capacity: 675 Litres

GC-C247UGLW
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- Side-by-Side
- Home Bar
- Door Cooling+™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Express Freezing
- Touch LED Display
- Easy Ice Maker
- Multi Digital Sensor

Linen White
Capacity: 675 Litres

Technology, features, size and specification may vary from model to model and may change without prior notice.
SURPRISE YOURSELF WITH NEW RANGE OF SIDE BY SIDE REFRIGERATORS

**GC-B247SQUV**
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- Side-by-Side
- Door Cooling™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Express Freezing
- Touch LED Display
- Easy Ice Maker
- Multi Digital Sensor

**Matt Black**
Capacity: 687 Litres

**GC-B247SVZV**
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- Side-by-Side
- Door Cooling™
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Express Freezing
- Touch LED Display
- Easy Ice Maker
- Multi Digital Sensor

**Amber Steel**
Capacity: 687 Litres

**GC-B247SLUV**
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- Side-by-Side
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Multi Air Flow Cooling
- Express Freezing
- Touch LED Display
- Easy Ice Maker
- Multi Digital Sensor

**Shiny Steel**
Capacity: 687 Litres

**GC-B247KQDV**
- Inverter Linear Compressor
- Side-by-Side
- LG ThinQ™
- Smart Diagnosis™
- Multi Air Flow Cooling
- Easy Ice Maker
- Touch LED Display
- Moist 'N Fresh

**Dazzle Steel**
Capacity: 679 Litres